Dear Members of HQ WAG,
Then I'll write some points of the accomplishments of the National Committee WAG
Argentina during 2014 to promote and disseminate the activities of the 2015 Olympics to be
held in Bratislava.
I ask you to consider the very different situation of our country and Latin America with regard
to the European Union., And points that you already know in relation to certain aspects that
are not so simple to perform.
1) the act was held on April 25, 2014 by the birth of Leonardo Da Vinci, in which a painting
contest with prizes and in order to raise some funds for the activity of our National Committee
WAG was performed. At this point, you should note that due to our situation the value of the
currency will devalue and finally proceeds is not effective.
2) meetings were conforming to define the steps and each of the members of this committee
to focus on getting as much private support as a government to help with costs. They were
also suggested to those artists that you already know because they have ASSISTED the first
Olympiad, as Dariak Semsei, Yuri Gogol, and others who want to join this.
3) It was mentioned at conferences perform during the II International Biennial of
Contemporary Art held at the Centro Cultural Borges, point of major national and
international exhibitions, work and the importance of asist to Olympics second WAG, also
reporting a personalized way different artists involved, especially our country, as they
asisitieron 36 different countries works all kinds of art, including paintings, esculptures,
facilities, and so on.
4) During the months of November and December, efforts were made to contact and have
interviews with important people, including with government posts. This here is complicated
by the agenda that possess them, and because they were entering a year (2015) to be partisan
elections.
5) Despite the difficulties, interviews were achieved and we asked for submissions to be
analyzed and evaluated to define the collaboration of governmental organismoas linked to
culture. This is also talking with our discount airline Argentina flag, to carry us a discount on
airfare.
6) Ten artists have already confirmed their participation in Bratislava, and are still waiting
some more.
7) Finally, we will not forget the position they have given us in your prestigious institution.
That is why we are thinking and meet to collaborate on ideas that are constructive for you and
for all committees of other countries.
If you have questions for us, please let us know what those questions and answer them. We
are with you and interested in participating and provide everything we can within our power
to make the World Art Games grow and become one or the biggest event of culture.
I send best regards and part of the whole Argentine team greetings,

Eugenio M. A. Zotta President NC WAG Argentina

